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a b s t r a c t

Thermal performance, transient behavior and operational start-up characteristics of flat-shaped heat
pipes using nanofluids are analyzed in this work. Three different primary nanofluids namely, CuO,
Al2O3, and TiO2 were utilized in our analysis. A comprehensive analytical model, which accounts in detail
the heat transfer characteristics within the pipe wall and the wick within the condensation and evapo-
ration sections, was utilized. The results illustrate enhancement in the heat pipe performance while
achieving a reduction in the thermal resistance for both flat-plate and disk-shaped heat pipes throughout
the transient process. It was shown that a higher concentration of nanoparticles increases the thermal
performance of either the flat-plate or disk-shaped heat pipes. We have also established that for the same
heat load a smaller size flat-shaped heat pipe can be utilized when using nanofluids.

� 2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Heat pipes are used extensively in various applications, for
achieving high rates of heat transfer utilizing evaporation and
condensation processes [1–13]. Heat pipes have been used in
spacecrafts, computers, solar systems, heat and ventilating air con-
ditioning systems and many other applications [14]. The great
majority of research presented in the heat pipe area addresses a
cylindrical shaped geometry [1,13,15–23]. However, it has been
clearly demonstrated that the flat-shaped heat pipes [2–7,9–12]
have an advantage in terms of heat removal capability and geomet-
rical adaptation for many applications such as electronic cooling,
spacecraft thermal control and commercial thermal applications
[2–7,10,12,24].

Most heat pipe analysis is based on the steady state operation
of the device. However, in a number of applications start-up
characteristics are quite important. Improper start-up can cause
damage to the heat pipe. As such it is important to analyze
the start-up process for the heat pipes [14]. Several transient
models for the start-up of the heat pipes have been presented
in the literature such as the ones by Tournier and El-Genk [22]
and Chang and Colwell [25]. However, these works were all
based on a regular cylindrical based geometry. The only work
related to start-up process for a flat-shaped heat pipe was
ll rights reserved.
presented by Zhu and Vafai [12]. They had established a compre-
hensive analytical solution of the startup process for asymmetri-
cal flat-plate and disk-shaped heat pipes.

The thermophysical properties of a liquid, specifically, the ther-
mal conductivity and heat capacity can significantly affect the heat
transfer process in the liquids. Both of these properties can be aug-
mented by dispersing the liquid with solid nanoparticles. The new
liquid which now has better characteristics in transferring heat is
called nanofluid [26,27]. The other properties of this liquid such
as density and viscosity also change as a function of concentration
of nanoparticles [1,2,28,29].

Several papers have looked at the effect of using nanofluids
as a working fluid in a regular cylindrical-shaped heat pipes
[1,8,15–21,23,30,31]. These works have shown enhancement in
the performance of heat pipes due to a decrease in the thermal
resistance when using nanofluids as a working liquid [16,17,19,
20,23,31]. Thermal resistances is also affected when using differ-
ent nanoparticles such as silver [15–17], CuO [8,31], nickel oxide
[32], diamond [18,19], and gold [23]. The use of nanofluids results
in an increase in the efficiency of the heat pipe [21] while result-
ing in a decline in the gradient of temperature along the heat pipe
[16–18] and an improvement of the overall heat transfer coeffi-
cient [32].

Most of the research works that have investigated the use of
nanofluids in heat pipes are experimental [8,15–21,23,31].
Shafahi et al. [1,2,30] utilized analytical models to investigate
the thermal performance, liquid pressure, liquid velocity profile,
temperature distribution of the heat pipe wall, temperature
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Nomenclature

Cp specific heat [J kg�1 K�1]
h thickness [m]
hconv convective heat transfer coefficient [W m�2 K�1]
k thermal conductivity [W m�1 K�1]
klayer nanolayer thermal conductivity [W m�1 K�1]
kp nanoparticles thermal conductivity [W m�1 K�1]
L length of the flat-plate heat pipe [m]
Le length of heat input zone of the flat-plate heat pipe [m]
ql heat flux at the wall–wick interface [W m�2]
qin input heat flux at the evaporator wall outer surface

[W m�2]
qe heat flux at the evaporator liquid–vapor interface

[W m�2]
qc heat flux at the condenser liquid–vapor interface

[W m�2]
r, y the disk-shape heat pipe’s radial and vertical coordinate

[m]
R disk-shape heat pipe’s radius [m]
Re disk-shape heat pipe’s heat input radius [m]
t time [s]
T temperature [K]
Tl wall–wick interface temperature [K]
Ti initial temperature [K]
T1 ambient temperature [K]
w nanolayer thickness [nm]

x, y, z coordinates used in the analysis of the flat-plate heat
pipe [m]

Greek symbols
a thermal diffusivity [m2 s�1]
d thermal layer length [m]
/ particle concentration
e porosity of the wick
g alternative coordinate for condenser part solution
h angular coordinate
n alternative coordinate for evaporator part solution
q density [kg m�3]

Subscripts
bf base fluid
c condenser section
e evaporator section
eff effective value for liquid-wick
l liquid phase
lv liquid–vapor interface
nf nanofluid
p particle
v vapor section of the heat pipe
w wick section of the heat pipe
wa wall section of the heat pipe

Fig. 1. Schematic of the flat-plate heat pipe: (a) side view of the heat pipe, (b) geometry of the flat-plate heat pipe, and (c) coordinate system used in the paper.
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gradient along the heat pipe, thermal resistance and maximum
heat load of rectangular and disk-shaped heat pipes when a
nanofluid is used as the working fluid. They investigated the
thermal performance of the heat pipes under steady state condi-
tions using different concentrations of several primary nanopar-
ticles. In the current work, a comprehensive investigation of the
effect of using different nanofluids on the startup process of flat-
shaped heat pipes is presented. The analysis is based on the
startup model presented in Zhu and Vafai [12]. Our results show
that utilizing nanofluids decreases the overall thermal resistance
of the flat-shaped heat pipe. This translates into a higher thermal
performance for the heat pipe. The higher thermal performance
is specially more pronounced at earlier times within the startup
process and decreases to a constant level as we approach the
steady state conditions. These results provide for the first time,
a highly effective means of investigating various attributes of
the start-up process for the flat-shaped heat pipes using
nanofluids.
Fig. 2. Schematic of disk-shape heat pipe: (a) front view of the heat pipe, (b) top view of
shaped heat pipe used in the paper.
2. Analysis and formulation

The schematics of a flat-plate and disk-shaped heat pipes used
in this study are given in Figs. 1 and 2, respectively. The model uti-
lized here is based on the comprehensive analysis performed by
Zhu and Vafai [12]. The heat is conducted through the walls and
saturated liquid in the wick and is eventually transferred by the va-
por to the condenser section. Convection and conduction along the
heat pipe are generally negligible during the transient operation of
a heat pipe [33]. The prominent direction of heat transfer is along
the lateral direction of the heat pipe across the wall and wick re-
gions. The equations representing the transfer of energy within
the wall and the wick regions are respectively

ðqcpÞwa
@Twa

@t
¼ kwa

@2Twa

@y2 ð1Þ

ðqcpÞeff
@Tl

@t
¼ keff

@2Tl

@y2 ð2Þ
heat pipe, (c) geometry of disk-shape heat pipe, and (d) coordinate system of disk-
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where the working liquid is a nanofluid and the properties related
to the wick part are based on nanofluid properties modified by
the porosity of the wick. These modifications for thermal conductiv-
ities are

keff ¼ kw
2þ kl=kw � 2ewð1� kl=kwÞ
2þ kl=kw þ ewð1� kl=kwÞ

� �
ð3Þ

knf ¼
kpe þ 2kbf þ 2ðkpe � kbf Þð1þ bÞ3/
kpe þ 2kbf � ðkpe � kbf Þð1þ bÞ3/

kbf ð4Þ

where Eq. (3) is based on the work of Dunn and Reay [34] which
incorporates the porosity effect and, Eq. (4) is based on the work
of Yu and Choi [35] which in turn is based on Maxwell’s equation
for a homogeneous suspension. In these equations liquid, and wick
thermal conductivities are kl, kw and ew is the porosity of the top and
bottom wicks. It should be noted that in this work, kl is replaced
with knf. The other parameters in Eq. (4) are defined as

kpe ¼
2ð1� cÞ þ ð1þ bÞ3ð1þ 2cÞ
h i

c

�ð1� cÞ þ ð1þ bÞ3ð1þ 2cÞ
kp ð4aÞ

c ¼ klayer

kp
; b ¼ w

rp
ð4bÞ

where klayer and kp are thermal conductivities of the nanolayer and
nanoparticles. This equation is based on the assumptions that the
Fig. 3. Alternative coordinate systems used in the paper.
nanolayer around the particles is more conductive than the liquid
and the nanolayers around these particles don’t overlap due to their
low volume concentration [35].

The heat capacity of nanofluids can be obtained based on the
mixing theory for ideal gas mixtures as [36]

ðqcPÞnf ¼ ð1� /ÞðqcpÞbf þ /ðqcpÞp ð5Þ

and [12],

ðqcpÞeff ¼ ewðqcpÞw þ ð1� ewÞðqcpÞl ð6Þ

where (qcp)w is the heat capacity for bottom and top wicks within
the heat pipe. It should be noted that in this work, (qcp)l is replaced
with (qcP)nf.

The boundary condition at the evaporator part and outer wall
surface (at y = hv + hw + hwa and 0 6 r 6 Re for the disk shaped and
0 6 x 6 Le for the flat-plate heat pipe) is given as:

kwa
@Twa

@y

����
y¼hvþhwþhwa

¼ qin ð7Þ

Boundary conditions for the condenser part are applied over
two sections. First for the upper part of the condenser which is
at y = hv + hw + hwa and Re 6 r 6 R for the disk-shaped and Le 6 x 6 L
for the flat-plate heat pipe,

�kwa
@Twa

@y

����
y¼hvþhwþhwa

¼ hconvðTwaðy ¼ hv þ hw þ hwa; tÞ � T1Þ ð8Þ
Fig. 4. Comparison of the results for flat-plate and disk-shaped heat pipes with the
existing results presented by Zhu and Vafai [12]



Fig. 5. Transient response of flat-shaped heat pipe wall temperature for different
level of concentrations for nanoparticles (a) CuO, (b) Al2O3, and (c) TiO2.
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and for the lower part of the condenser which is at y = �(hw + hwa)
and 0 6 r 6 R for the disk-shaped and 0 6 x 6 L for the flat-plate
heat pipe,

�kwa
@Twa

@y

����
y¼�ðhwþhwaÞ

¼ hconvðTwaðy ¼ �ðhw þ hwaÞ; tÞ � T1Þ ð9Þ

where T1 is the temperature of the coolant and hconv is the convec-
tive heat transfer coefficient of the coolant.

The boundary conditions at the wall–wick interfaces for both
top and bottom wicks which are located at y = (hw + hv) and
y = �hw can be presented as

Twaðy ¼ hv þ hw; tÞ ¼ Tlðy ¼ hv þ hw; tÞ
Twaðy ¼ �hw; tÞ ¼ Tlðy ¼ �hw; tÞ

ð10Þ

kwa
@Twa

@y

����
y¼hvþhw

¼ kw
@Tl

@y

����
y¼hvþhw

kwa
@Twa

@y

����
y¼�hw

¼ kw
@Tl

@y

����
y¼�hw

ð11Þ

The temperature and heat flux jump boundary conditions
at liquid–vapor interfaces are applied at y = 0 and y = hv resulting
in

Tvðy ¼ 0; tÞ ¼ Tlðy ¼ 0; tÞ
Tvðy ¼ hv ; tÞ ¼ Tlðy ¼ hv ; tÞ

ð12Þ

kw
@Tl

@y

����
y¼hv

¼ kv
@Tv

@y

����
y¼hv

kw
@Tl

@y

����
y¼0
¼ kv

@Tv

@y

����
y¼0

ð13Þ

Since both heat flux and temperature at liquid–vapor are
not specified, guessed values can initially be used. A marching
scheme in time is implemented utilizing an initial condition
specified by

Twa ¼ Tl ¼ Tv ¼ Ti at t ¼ 0: ð14Þ

Analytical solution for the unsteady energy equation covers four
regimes/parts in order to capture the physics of the start-up oper-
ation of the heat pipe. The first part is for the initial advancement
of the thermal front from the heat source in the evaporator section
into the wall, the second part covers the solution for the tempera-
ture distribution within the wick region when the thermal front
reaches the liquid–solid interface between the wall and wick
regions. The third part of the solution captures the physics of the
process when the thermal front reaches the liquid–vapor interface
and the transport within the wick part of the condenser and the
fourth part of solution describes the thermal front which reaches
the wall section of condenser while incorporating the convective
cooling with the outside fluid.

The solution for the wall and wick regions starts with integra-
tion of Eqs. (1) and (2) with respect to y from the heat pipe wall
to distance de(t) for the evaporator section while temperature re-
mains unaffected for the other regions. After this thermal layer
crosses the wick region and reaches the liquid–vapor interface,
the integration domain will be based on the entire wall and wick
regions. Using the interface boundary conditions (12) and (13)
along with the properly integrated governing equations will result
in the temperature distribution within these regions.

A new coordinate system is adopted to simplify the integration
process. This coordinate system is defined as n = hv + hw + hwa � y
and is shown in Fig. 3(a). Using this coordinate system, governing
equations (1) and (2) can be recast as:
ðqcpÞwa
@Twa

@t
¼ kwa

@2Twa

@n2 for 0 6 n 6 hwa; t P 0 ð15Þ

ðqcpÞeff
@Tl

@t
¼ keff

@2Tl

@n2 for hwa 6 n 6 hwa þ hw; t P 0 ð16Þ

A second order polynomial approximation is used to represent
the temperature distribution as:

Tðn; tÞ ¼ a0ðtÞ þ a1ðtÞnþ a2ðtÞn2 ð17Þ

The solution for evaporator section of the wall consists of three
parts. The first part starts from the moment, t = 0, the evaporator
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external wall experiences the imposed heat load, and continues on
while the thermal front penetrates through the wall. During this
part the wick and vapor regions remain unaffected by the advanc-
ing thermal front within the external wall. For this time period
when the thermal layer has not reached the wall–wick interface
de(t) 6 hwa, the boundary conditions are

�kwa
@Twa

@n

����
n¼0
¼ qin

Twaðn ¼ deðtÞ; tÞ ¼ Ti

@Twa

@n

����
n¼deðtÞ

¼ 0

ð18Þ

Imposing the boundary conditions given by Eq. (18) on the tem-
perature profile given by Eq. (17) results in

Twaðn; tÞ ¼ Ti þ
qindeðtÞ

2kwa
1� n

deðtÞ

� �2

0 6 n 6 deðtÞ ð19Þ

The temporal growth of the thermal layer for this part can be
determined by using Eq. (19) in the integrated form of Eq. (15)
and using the initial condition, resulting in:

deðtÞ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
6awat

p
ð20Þ
Fig. 6. Flat-plate heat pipe temperature profile for different concentratio
As can be seem the growth of the thermal layer for this part is
dependent on time and thermal diffusivity of the wall awa = kwa/
(qcp)wa. This can be combined with Eq. (19) to get the temperature
distribution within the wall of the evaporator. The time that it takes
for this thermal layer to reach the wall–wick interface is

t1 ¼
h2

wa

6awa
ð21Þ

The second part of solution is for the time period when the ther-
mal layer reaches the wall–wick interface and starts penetrating
within the wick region while the temperature inside the evapora-
tor wall is still increasing with time. In this part, the vapor
temperature remains constant. The boundary conditions for the
thermal layer growing in the liquid saturated wick region,
hwa < d�eðtÞ 6 hwa þ hw, can be specified as

Tlðn ¼ hwa; tÞ ¼ Tl;eðtÞ
Tlðn ¼ d�eðtÞ; tÞ ¼ Ti

@Tl

@n

����
n¼d�eðtÞ

¼ 0
ð22Þ

and the boundary conditions for the wall part during this time
period are:
ns of CuO in: (a) 10 s (b) 20 s (c) 40 s and (d) steady state condition.
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�kwa
@Twa

@n

����
n¼0
¼ qin

Twaðn ¼ hwa; tÞ ¼ Tl;eðtÞ

� kwa
@Twa

@n

����
n¼hwa

¼ ql;eðtÞ

ð23Þ

where ql,e(t) and Tl,e(t) are the heat flux and the temperature at the
wall–wick interface of the evaporator region and d�eðtÞ is the thermal
layer within the wick part of the evaporator.

Using the temperature profile given by Eq. (17) and substituting
the wall boundary conditions given by Eq. (23), the final tempera-
ture distribution for wall in this period of time is obtained as

Twaðn; tÞ ¼ Tl;eðtÞ þ
qin

2kwa
1� n

hwa

� �2

þ
ql;eðtÞ
2kwa

1� n
hwa

� �2
" #

0 6 n 6 hwa; t1 6 t 6 t2 ð24Þ

where kwa = kwa/hwa and t2 is the time period for thermal layer to
reach the liquid–vapor interface. The temperature distribution for
saturated liquid in the wick region depends on the growing thermal
layer in the wick part. Using the same temperature profile given by
Eq. (17) and the boundary conditions given by Eq. (22) yields
Fig. 7. Flat-plate heat pipe temperature profile for different concentration
Tlðn; tÞ � Ti

Tl;eðtÞ � Ti
¼ 1� n� hwa

d�eðtÞ � hwa

� �2

; hwa 6 n 6 d�eðtÞ; t1 6 t 6 t2

ð25Þ
Applying Eq. (11) which is the continuity of heat flux at the wall–
wick interface results in

Tl;eðtÞ ¼ Ti þ
ql;e

2keff
d�eðtÞ � hwa
� 	

ð26Þ

Integrating the energy equations (15) and (16) using the temper-
ature profiles (24) and (25) will yield two unknowns d�eðtÞ and ql,e.
Using Eq. (25) in the energy equation (16) and integrating it with re-
spect to n from hwa to d�eðtÞwhile implementing boundary conditions
(22) leads to the following first order differential equation:

d�eðtÞ � hwa
� 	dTl;eðtÞ

dt
þ ðTl;e � TiÞ

dd�eðtÞ
dt

¼ 6aeff ðTl;eðtÞ � TiÞ
d�eðtÞ � hwa

ð27Þ

where aeff = keff/(qcp)eff is the saturated liquid effective diffusivity.
Deriving an expression for dTl;eðtÞ

dt and solving the differential equa-
tion while implementing the initial condition as d�eðt1Þ ¼ hwa where
t1 ¼ h2

wa
6awa

, as given in (21) yields the first unknown as

d�eðtÞ ¼ hwa þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
8aeff ðt � t1Þ

q
ð28Þ
s of Al2O3 in: (a) 10 s (b) 20 s (c) 40 s and (d) steady state condition.
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Hence the time for this thermal layer to reach the liquid–vapor
interface is

t2 ¼ t1 þ
h2

w

8aeff
ð29Þ

Using Eqs. (26) and (27) and the temperature profile given by
Eq. (24) and substituting these in the integrated form of the energy
Eq. (16) with respect to n from 0 to hwa while applying the bound-
ary conditions given by Eq. (23) and initial conditions, d�eðt1Þ ¼ hwa

and ql,e(t1) = 0, results in

ql;eðtÞ ¼
qin

AðtÞ ðt � t1Þ ð30Þ

where

AðtÞ ¼
d�eðtÞ � hwa
� 	2

6aeff
þ kwahwa

2keff awa
d�eðtÞ � hwa
� 	

þ h2
wa

3awa
ð31Þ

The third part of the solution starts when the thermal layer in-
side the wick reaches the liquid–vapor region. This occurs for t > t2

when the evaporation starts at the liquid–vapor interface while the
temperature within the wall and the liquid inside wick keep on
Fig. 8. Flat-plate heat pipe temperature profile for different concentratio
increasing. Due to the low temperature gradient within the vapor
phase for low-temperature heat pipes [4,33], the vapor tempera-
ture can be considered to be the same as liquid–vapor interface
temperature during this time period. As such the load imposed at
the evaporator section is transported unaltered via the vapor to
the condenser section. Furthermore, due to the short transient time
between evaporator and condenser sections, a quasi-steady model
is used for the vapor part. The above-cited physical attributes en-
able the determination of the vapor temperature.

For t > t2 the boundary conditions for the saturated liquid with-
in the wick as the heat is transferred from the wall to the liquid and
the liquid thermal layer reaches the liquid–vapor interface can be
expressed as

Tlðn ¼ hwa; tÞ ¼ Tl;eðtÞ

� keff
@Tl

@n

����
n¼hwa

¼ ql;eðtÞ

Tlðn ¼ hwa þ hw; tÞ ¼ TlvðtÞ

ð32Þ

where Tlv is the temperature at the liquid–vapor interface which is
the same as vapor temperature. The boundary conditions for the
wall section are the same as that given in Eq. (23) since there is
ns of TiO2 in: (a) 10 s (b) 20 s (c) 40 s and (d) steady state condition.
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no change for this part. Using the temperature profile (17) and
implementing boundary conditions given by Eqs. (23) and (32)
yields the temperature distribution in the wall as follows

Twaðn; tÞ ¼ Tl;eðtÞ þ
qin

2kwa
1� n

hwa

� �2

þ
ql;eðtÞ
2kwa

1� n
hwa

� �2
" #

;

0 6 n 6 hwa; t > t2 ð33Þ

This temperature profile is the same as Eq. (24) but it relates to
a different time and different values of the time-related variables.
For the wick part using the second order polynomial temperature
distribution and boundary conditions given by Eq. (32) results in

Tlðn; tÞ ¼ TlvðtÞ � ðTlvðtÞ � Tl;eðtÞÞ 1� n� hwa

hw

� �2
" #

�
ql;eðtÞ
keff

n� hwa

hw
1� n� hwa

hw

� �
hwa 6 n 6 hwa þ hw; t > t2

ð34Þ

where keff = keff/hw.
Utilizing the temperature profiles given by Eqs. (33) and (34)

within the integral form of the energy equations (15) and (16) over
the wall and wick sections can result in two differential equations
Fig. 9. Disk-shape heat pipe temperature profile for different concentratio
for the two unknowns ql,e(t) and Tl,e(t). These two first order differ-
ential equations are

dql;eðtÞ
dt

¼ dTlvðtÞ
dt

� 2awa

kwahwa
þ 6aeff

keff hw

� �
ql;eðtÞ þ

6aeff

h2
w

ðTl;eðtÞ
(

� TlvðtÞÞ þ
2awa

kwahwa
qin

),
2

3kwa
þ 1

2kw

� �
ð35Þ

and

dTl;eðtÞ
dt

¼ 1
3kwa þ 4keff

3
4aeff

h2
w

� awa

h2
wa

 !
ql;eðtÞ þ

3awa

h2
wa

qin

(

� 2keff
dTlvðtÞ

dt
þ 6aeff

h2
w

ðTl;eðtÞ � TlvðtÞÞ
" #)

ð36Þ

Based on the energy equation at liquid–vapor interface it can be
shown that the heat flux at that interface can be written as:

qlv;eðtÞ ¼
2keff

hw
Tl;eðtÞ � TlvðtÞ

 �

� ql;eðtÞ ð37Þ

In the condenser section of the heat pipe, energy transfer starts
after t = t2 when the vapor condenses as a result of temperature
ns of CuO in: (a) 10 s (b) 20 s (c) 40 s and (d) steady state condition.
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gradient between vapor and the liquid within the wick region at
the condenser section. This transfer of energy initiates a thermal
layer within the liquid that proceeds towards the wick–solid inter-
face. Since the direction of growth in the condenser section is
opposite of that in the evaporator section, a new coordinate system
is introduced to better capture the physics of the process. As such
for the top wall and the condenser’s wick, we introduce g = y � hv
and for the bottom condenser’s wall and the wick, g = �y is intro-
duced as shown in Fig. 3(b). The modified energy equations can be
written as follows

ðqcpÞwa
@Twa

@t
¼ kwa

@2Twa

@g2 ; for hw 6 g 6 hw þ hwa; t > t2 ð38Þ

ðqcpÞeff
@Tl

@t
¼ keff

@2Tl

@g2 ; for 0 6 g 6 hw; t > t2 ð39Þ

For the wall and wick parts of condenser, the solution can be
separated into three regimes: (1) growth of the thermal layer
within the wick before reaching the wall–wick interface, (2) this
part deals with the energy after the thermal layer reaches the
wall–wick interface while the temperature keeps on increasing
Fig. 10. Disk-shape heat pipe temperature profile for different concentratio
within the wick region. The thermal layer keeps on advancing
through the wall, (3) finally for the last part; the outer wall
initiates communication with the outside fluid when thermal
layer reaches this point. The second order polynomial for the
temperature distribution based on the new variable g can be
written as

Tðg; tÞ ¼ a0ðtÞ þ a1ðtÞgþ a2ðtÞg2 ð40Þ

During the first stage the thermal layer progresses through the
wick dc(t) < hw and the applicable boundary conditions are

Tlðg ¼ 0; tÞ ¼ TlvðtÞ
Tlðg ¼ dcðtÞ; tÞ ¼ Ti

@Tl

@g

����
g¼dc ðtÞ

¼ 0
ð41Þ

Applying the boundary conditions (41) in Eq. (40) results in

Tlðg; tÞ � Ti

Tlvðg; tÞ � Ti
¼ 1� g

dcðtÞ

� �2

; 0 6 g 6 dcðtÞ; t > t2 ð42Þ
ns of Al2O3 in: (a) 10 s (b) 20 s (c) 40 s and (d) steady state condition.
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The unknown dc(t) can be solved, by integrating the energy Eq.
(39) from 0 to dc(t) with respect to g and using the initial condition
dc(t = t2) = 0:

dcðtÞ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
8aeff ðt � t2Þ

q
ð43Þ

The time that it takes for the thermal layer to reach the wall–
wick interface is obtained using Eq. (43):

t3 ¼ t2 þ
h2

w

8aeff
ð44Þ

For heat flux at the vapor–liquid interface, the energy equation
in that region for this time period results in

qlv ;cðtÞ ¼
2keff ðTlvðtÞ � TiÞffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

8aeff ðt � t2Þ
p ð45Þ

The second stage of the solution within the condenser section
captures the growth of the thermal layer within the wall section.
During this stage, the temperature within the wick region keeps
Fig. 11. Disk-shape heat pipe temperature profile for different concentrati
on increasing. The thermal layer starts to expand after t = t3 within
the region specified by hw 6 d�cðtÞ 6 hw þ hwa. The boundary condi-
tions for the liquid part can be presented as

Tlðg ¼ 0; tÞ ¼ TlvðtÞ
Tlðg ¼ hw; tÞ ¼ Tl;cðtÞ

�keff
@Tl

@g

����
g¼hw

¼ ql;cðtÞ
ð46Þ

and for the wall section, the boundary conditions can be presented
as:

Twaðg ¼ hw; tÞ ¼ Tl;cðtÞ
Twaðg ¼ d�cðtÞ; tÞ ¼ Ti

@Twa

@g

����
g¼d�c ðtÞ

¼ 0
ð47Þ

The temperature distribution within the wick is obtained by
applying the boundary conditions given by Eq. (46) in the polyno-
mial representation given in Eq. (40). This results in
ons of TiO2 in: (a) 10 s (b) 20 s (c) 40 s and (d) steady state condition.
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Tlðg; tÞ ¼ Tl:cðtÞ þ ðTlvðtÞ � Tl;cðtÞÞ 1� g
hw

� �2

þ
ql;cðtÞ
keff

g
hw

1� g
hw

� �
;

0 6 g 6 hw; t P t3 ð48Þ

Likewise the temperature distribution within the wall for this
period can be obtained by applying the boundary conditions given
by Eq. (47) to the second order polynomial representation to obtain

Twaðg; tÞ � Ti

Tl;cðtÞ � Ti
¼ 1� g� hw

d�cðtÞ � hw

� �2

; hw 6 g 6 d�cðtÞ; t P t3 ð49Þ

There are three unknown variables within the temperature pro-
files representing the wick and the wall regions as described by
Eqs. (48) and (49) respectively. These are Tl;cðtÞ; d�cðtÞ and ql,c(t).
The first one, i.e., Tl,c(t) can be found by applying the interface jump
condition at the wall–wick interface:

Tl;cðtÞ ¼ Ti þ
ql;cðtÞ
2kwa

d�cðtÞ � hw
� 	

ð50Þ

Substituting the temperature distribution given by Eq. (49) in
the integrated form of the energy equation (38) with respect to g
from hw to d�cðtÞ while using the initial condition d�cðt ¼ t3Þ ¼ hw

yields the second unknown, d�cðtÞ as:

d�cðtÞ ¼ hw þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
8awaðt � t3Þ

p
ð51Þ
Fig. 12. Concentration effect of nanoparticles on flat-plate heat pipe size for
The time for reaching the thermal layer to the outer wall section
can be obtained from Eq. (51) as

t4 ¼ t3 þ
h2

wa

8awa
ð52Þ

The third unknown, ql,c(t) can be obtained by using the temper-
ature profile within the wick region given by Eq. (48), in the inte-
grated energy Eq. (39) for the wick, with respect to g from 0 to hw.
This results in the following differential equation for the unknown
heat flux, ql,c(t) at the interface between the wall and the wick

dql;cðtÞ
dt

¼�16aeff

h2
w

1þ keff

kwahw

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2awaðt�t3Þ

p� �
ql;cðtÞ�

keff

hw
ðTlvðtÞ�TiÞ

� �

ð53Þ

The heat flux at the vapor–liquid interface within this period of
time t3 6 t 6 t4 can be obtained by using the jump heat flux condi-
tion at the wick–vapor interface. This results

qlv;cðtÞ ¼
2keff

hw
ðTlvðtÞ � TiÞ � 1þ keff

kwa

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
8awa

h2
w

ðt � t3Þ
s !

ql;cðtÞ ð54Þ

The third stage of the solution corresponds to the physical con-
dition where the thermal layer inside the wall touches the outer
surface of the wall and the convection with outside occurs at that
interface. During this stage the heat transfer within the wick and
different times and different particles: (a) CuO , (b) Al2O3, and (c) TiO2.
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wall regions increase until the heat transfer rate between inside
and outside of the wall at the condenser section becomes equal un-
der steady state conditions. The boundary conditions for the wick
section are the same as those specified by Eq. (46). However the
wall boundary conditions change as follows:

�kwa
@Twa

@g

����
g¼hwþhwa

¼ hconvðTwaðg ¼ hw þ hwa; tÞ � T1Þ

Twaðg ¼ hw; tÞ ¼ Tl;cðtÞ

�kwa
@Twa

@g

����
g¼hw

¼ ql;cðtÞ

ð55Þ

Applying the boundary conditions (46) and (55) to a quadratic
temperature distribution as in Eq. (40) results in the temperature
distributions in the liquid and wall sections respectively:

Tlðg; tÞ ¼ Tl:cðtÞ þ ðTlvðtÞ � Tl;cðtÞÞ 1� g
hw

� �2

þ
ql;cðtÞ
keff

g
hw

1� g
hw

� �
;

0 6 g 6 hw; t P t4 ð56Þ

Twaðg; tÞ ¼ Tl;cðtÞ �
ql;cðtÞ
kwa

ðg� hwÞ

þ 1þ Biwa

2þ Biwa

ql;cðtÞ
kwahwa

� Biwa

2þ Biwa

Tl;cðtÞ � T1
h2

wa

 !
ðg� hwÞ2;

hw 6 g 6 hw þ hwa; t P t4 ð57Þ
Fig. 13. Concentration effect of nanoparticles on the Disk-shaped heat pipe size
where Biwa = hconvhwa/kwa.
Substituting the liquid temperature distribution (56) in the

integrated form of energy equation (39) with respect to g from 0
to hw results in a differential equation for Tl,c(t)

dTl;cðtÞ
dt

¼ � hw

4keff

dql;cðtÞ
dt

� 2aeff

keff hw
ql;cðtÞ þ

2aeff

h2
w

ðTlvðtÞ � Tl;cðtÞÞ ð58Þ

Using the wall temperature distribution (57) in the integrated
form of the energy Eq. (38), which is obtained by integrating it
from g = hw to hw + hwa yields a second order differential equation
which should be solved for the second unknown in the tempera-
ture distribution equations, ql,c(t).

dql;cðtÞ
dt

¼ � 2Biwað1þBiwaÞ
t1

þBiwð3þBiwaÞ
t2�t1

� �
ql;cðtÞ

�

þ 2Biwa

t1
hconvðTl;cðtÞ�T1Þþ

3þBiwa

t2�t1
hconvðTlvðtÞ�Tl;cðtÞÞ

�
BiwðBiwaþ3ÞþBiwaðBiwaþ4Þð Þ ð59Þ

where Biw = hconvhw/keff. The heat flux for the vapor–liquid interface
can then be determined by using the interface condition at the
wick-vapor interface along with Eqs. (56)–(59)

qlv;cðtÞ ¼
2keff

hw
ðTlvðtÞ � Tl;cðtÞÞ � ql;cðtÞ ð60Þ
for different times and different particles: (a) CuO , (b) Al2O3, and (c) TiO2.
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To initiate the solution of the start-up heat pipe problem based
on using nanofluids, a marching scheme in time is used. The differ-
ential equations for Tl,e(t), ql,e(t), Tl,c(t) and ql,c (t) are solved. There
are two unknowns at each time step namely, the heat flux and
temperature at the liquid–vapor interface that require special han-
dling. The initial temperature of the heat pipe forms the basis for
initiating the solution for the start up problem. The liquid–vapor
temperature (which will be the same as the vapor temperature)
is determined based on an overall energy balance specifying the
equality between the energy transfer between the evaporator
and condenser sections. This is done by determining the heat flux
at the evaporator and condenser sections and setting them equal.
The new liquid–vapor interface temperature is used for determin-
ing the heat fluxes at these two sections. This iterative process con-
tinues until the liquid–vapor temperature converges at each time
step.
3. Results and discussion

The thermophysical properties of nanofluids were incorporated
in the analysis and two asymmetrical flat-shaped heat pipes,
namely, flat-plate and disk-shaped were utilized in this work.
The outer shell of the heat pipe was assumed to have been made
from copper. The dimensions of disk-shaped and flat-plate heat
pipes are comparable and are R = L = 0.25 m, and the wick and wall
thicknesses are chosen as: hwa = 0.002 m and hw = 0.003 m. The
evaporator heat zone radius for the disk shaped heat pipe and
the internal flow channel angle was taken as 0.125 m and 45�,
Fig. 14. Concentration level effect in different times on heat pipe the
respectively. The width of channel for the flat-plate heat pipe
was taken as 0.06 m. The porosity of the bottom and wall wicks
were taken as 0.61 and it was considered to have been made from
sintered copper powder. The initial temperature of the heat pipe
was taken to be at the room temperature (296 K) and the outer
wall fluid heat transfer coefficient was taken as 1200 W m�2 K�1

at the same room temperature. A heat load of 25 kW was consid-
ered to have been uniformly imposed on the outer skin of the heat
pipe. The dimensions adopted here are the same as those used in
the work of Zhu and Vafai [12]. This enables a more direct compar-
ison of the current results with those presented in Zhu and Vafai
[12] which effectively correspond to a zero percent concentration
of nanofluids. The results obtained in this work were found to be
in excellent agreement with those of Zhu and Vafai [12] as seen
in Fig. 4. It should be noted that we can easily obtain the values
corresponding to other specification from the presented analytical
solution. However, the main features presented and discussed here
stay the same for these different values.

Nanofluids used in this research were water based and made
from three different primary nanoparticles, namely Al2O3, CuO
and TiO2. The effects of different concentration levels and different
nanoparticles on the temperature distribution, thermal perfor-
mance, thermal resistance, and size reduction of the flat-shaped
heat pipes during the start-up process and leading to the steady
state conditions were evaluated. Some of the aspects for thermal
resistance and performance of heat pipes in terms of using nanofl-
uids are given in [37,38]. It should be noted that aspects related to
latent heat storage could also be incorporated within this analysis
to further alter the operational characteristics of the heat pipe [39].
rmal resistance: (a) / = 2%, (b) / = 4%, (c) / = 6%, and (d) / = 8%.



Fig. 15. Effect of the nanoparticle variations on the temperature difference between
the evaporator and condenser sections: (a) dp = 10 nm, (b) dp = 20 nm, (c)
dp = 40 nm.
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For example, the time required for the thermal layer to reach the
liquid–vapor interface for a regular base fluid was 0.045 s whereas
for a two percent concentration of CuO, and TiO2 nanofluids the time
is reduced to 0.041 and 0.042 s, respectively. For an eight percent
concentration of CuO and TiO2 of nanoparticles this time is further
reduced to 0.033 and 0.035 s respectively. One of the reasons for
these time reductions is the larger thermal diffusivity of copper wall
and sintered copper wick in the presence of nanofluids.

Fig. 5 displays the temporal temperature response for different
types and concentrations of nanoparticles within the nanofluid for
flat-plate and disk-shaped heat pipes. The results clearly show the
largest temperature reduction occurring at highest concentration
of nanoparticles. The most effective temperature reduction occurs
for CuO nanoparticles. As can be seen in Fig. 5 temperature rise for
the disk-shaped heat pipe is larger than its counterpart for the flat-
plate heat pipe. This is due to the larger condenser area of the flat-
plate heat pipe as compared to the disk-shaped heat pipe.

Figs. 6–11 show the wall temperature distributions at different
times for three primary nanofluids, for the flat-plate and disk-
shaped heat pipes. The three primary nanofluids were based on
the use of CuO, Al2O3 and TiO2 nanoparticles. The presented results
show the effect of different concentration of nanofluids on the wall
temperature. For example, for the flat-plate heat pipe and a CuO
based nanofluid at 10 s, a 2% and 8% nanoparticle concentration
can result in a 2.08% and 7.08% change in temperature respectively
as compared to the case of pure fluid. For the steady state condition
this change of temperature becomes 1.54% and 5.22% respectively
for the cited cases as can be seen in Fig. 6. These corresponding
changes in temperature can be seen in Fig. 7 for the Al2O3 based
nanofluid. It can be seen from this figure that the corresponding
numbers for the Al2O3 and TiO2 based nanofluids after 10 s are
1.85% and 6.25%; and 1.34% and 4.69% while at steady state these
changes are 1.46% and 4.96%.; and 1.09% and 3.84% respectively.

Similar changes can be observed for the wall temperature dis-
tributions for disk-shaped heat pipes shown in Figs. 9–11. It can
be seen in Figs. 6–11 that the main temperature reduction occurs
in the evaporator section of the flat-shaped heat pipes while the
reduction within the condenser section is significantly smaller
and less than 1%. This is because of the smaller overall thermal
capacity of the evaporator section as compared to the condenser
section which in turn is due to the substantially larger condenser
area as compared to the evaporator area.

Figs. 12 and 13 show the reduction in the size of flat-plate and
disk-shaped heat pipes when using different types of nanofluids as
the working fluid. In these graphs, L0 is the nominal length of water
based flat-plate heat pipe and R0 is the nominal radius for a disk-
shaped heat pipe. The results presented in these figures clearly
show that if the working fluid in the heat pipe is replaced with a
nanofluid, a smaller size heat pipe of the same type could remove
the same imposed heat load. As expected, the best size reduction
occurs for the CuO based nanofluid as compared to Al2O3 and
TiO2 based nanofluids.

One of the important factors in design and operation of a heat
pipe is the thermal resistance of the heat pipe and its capability
in transferring heat, as for example in the case of electronic cool-
ing. The thermal resistance of a heat pipe can defined as
½qin=ðTe � TcÞ��1

Fig. 14 shows the reduction in the thermal resistance for the flat-
shaped heat pipe when using nanofluids. The results are presented
for a range of heat load variations from 20 to 25 kW. It can be seen
that an increase in nanoparticle concentration results in a reduction
in the thermal resistance of the flat-shaped heat pipe, thus resulting
in a higher performance. It should be noted that very similar results
are also obtained for the case of disk-shaped heat pipe. Finally the
effect of variations in the diameter of nanoparticles is shown in
Fig. 15. It can be seen that variations in the nanoparticle diameter
beyond 20 nm have little effect on the results.
4. Conclusions

Transient behavior, performance, and operational characteris-
tics of flat-shaped heat pipes using nanofluids as the working fluid
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are investigated in this work. The presented work incorporates an
analytical model to investigate and characterize the transient re-
sponse of the heat pipe and the wall temperature distribution
and temporal response for different types and concentrations of
nanofluids. The results demonstrate that a higher percentage of
nanoparticles will result in a better performance for the flat-
shaped heat pipes. This work clearly demonstrates and quantifies
the impact of using different types and concentrations of nanofluids
on reducing the size and thermal resistance of the flat-shaped heat
pipes under a given imposed load.
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